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The role of magmas in the formation of
hydrothermal ore deposits
Jeffrey W. Hedenquist & Jacob B. Lowenstern
Magmatic fluids, both vapour and hypersaline liquid, are a primary source of many components
in hydrothermal ore deposits formed in volcanic arcs. These components, including metals and
their ligands, become concentrated in magmas in various ways from various sources, including
subducted oceanic crust. Leaching of rocks also contributes components to the hydrothermal
fluid-a process enhanced where acid magmatic vapours are absorbed by deeply circulating
meteoric waters. Advances in understanding the hydrothermal systems that formed these ore
deposits have come from the study of their active equivalents, represented at the surface by
hot springs and volcanic fumaroles.
WHAT are the sources of metals concentrated in ore deposits?
This question was first addressed in the sixteenth century by
Agricola, who concluded that heated rainwater leaches metals
from rocks and then transports the metals to the sites of ore
deposition. A century later, Descartes proposed that vapours
released during cooling and crystallization of the Earth's interior
are responsible for filling fractures with ore. Thus, the stage was
set for controversy between the Neptunists and the Plutonists,
a debate that continues today.
Hydrothermal systems powered by magmatic intrusions dominate fluid movement in the upper cruse, and are responsible for
convecting a large proportion of Earth's heat to the surface. At
the same time, the fluids transport metals, forming the single
most important class of ore deposits, those of the hydrothermal
category. For example, large, low-grade deposits of copper (plus
molybdenum or gold) within shallow igneous intrusions, known
as porphyries, provide more than half of the world supply of
copper and molybdenum. Other types of hydrothermal ore deposit (Table I), some of which form at a greater distance from the
magmatic hearth, are also significant repositories of gold, silver,
lead, zinc, tin, tungsten and other elements. Non-magmatic
hydrothermal systems are also important in metallogenesis, such
as the sedimentary-hosted deposits rich in copper, lead and zinc
that form by compactive expulsion of fluids from large continental basins, and lode gold deposits associated with metamorphism. Nevertheless, the flux of hydrothermal fluids responsible for
these deposits is minor compared to that caused by circulation
due to intrusion of magma 1.
There is agreement that many hydrothermal ore systems
derive their thermal energy from magmas 2 •3 , with multiple intrusions necessary to maintain activity for hundreds of thousands
of years-the life of some hydrothermal systems 4 • But despite
the close association of intrusions with many ore deposits, there
is still considerable debate about the extent to which these
magmas contribute water, metals, ligands (such as sulphur and
chloride) and other components to hydrothermal systems. Many
early studies of the stable-isotope composition of hydrothermal
minerals indicated a dominance of meteoric water in a variety
of types of hydrothermal systemS, leading some workers to
assume that the metals were largely scavenged from the rocks
through which these fluids moved 6 . More recent studies, coupled
with those of active hydrothermal systems, show that magmatic
fluids are commonly present, but that their signatures may be
masked or erased owing to later overprinting by large volumes of
meteoric water, which represents >95% of the water ultimately
convected during cooling of an intrusion in the shallow cruse.
For a hydrothermal ore deposit to form, the flow of metalbearing fluid must be focused and coupled with a precipitation
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mechanism operating in a restricted space, details of which may
vary from deposit to deposit. Here we take a broader perspective
and examine the evidence for the sources of water, metals and
other components in magmas, their related hydrothermal systems and the ore deposits that they form. We focus on the magmatic intrusions and associated hydrothermal systems that occur
along covergent plate margins, where oceanic crust is subducted
under continental lithosphere, leading to the formation of volcanic arcs. This is the tectonic setting where most magma-related
hydrothermal ore deposits are concentrated 7 .
We discuss two broad ore types: intrusion-associated porphyry copper deposits, and shallow-formed, epithermal precious
and base-metal deposits. We choose these from the range of
hydrothermal ore deposit types (Table I) because they represent
the proximal and distal extremes, respectively, relative to magmatic intrusions. Also, some of their active equivalents-such
as volcanic systems with high-temperature fumaroles and acidic
springs, and geothermal systems with neutral-pH hot springs
and geysers-are known, and have thus been studied. This relationship between ore deposits and active hydrothermal systems
has long been surmised 8 , though it is barely a decade since there
has been general (though still not universal) acceptance that
hydrothermal ore deposits form from systems similar to those
now active 9 .
Evidence from active hydrothermal systems, coupled with
results from a variety of field and experimental studies, clearly
indicates that magmas contribute components such as water,
metals and ligands to hydrothermal fluids. Not surprisingly, this
evidence wanes as the distance from the intrusion increases,
meteoric water becomes dominant, and the fluid salinity and
acidity decrease. Even in such distal environments, though, there
are indications that discrete, episodic addition of magmatic components in the form of high-pressure vapour may be critical to
the ore-forming process.

Association between magmas and ore deposits
The genetic association between magmas and hydrothermal ore
deposits is well documented in scores of geological studies of
mineralization close to magmatic intrusions 1o. ll . Experimental
and modelling studies have shown that the metals and ligands
in such deposits could have been mobilized entirely from the
associated magmas l2 . 13 Furthermore, the flux of metals
measured from some erupting volcanoes indicates that, given
sufficient time and a concentration mechanism, degassing
magmas can exsolve sufficient metals to create an ore deposit
(Table 2). For example, White Island, New Zealand (see cover)
is an arc-related volcano with an associated hydrothermal system
that has been active for at least the past 10,000 yr. The long-term
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